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Abstract

(slightly edited)

Identification of a microcontinental block within or near a
continental margin raises two questions, addressed in this talk - How
did it get there? What is the nature of the intervening crust? I will
then illustrate briefly how, in the Arctic, the answers do seem to help
us a lot to begin unravelling the ancient plate kinematics of its wide
margins.
The plate tectonics paradigm currently posits that the Earth has
only two kinds of crust - continental and oceanic - and that the former
may be stretched to form sedimentary basins or the latter may be
modified by arc or collision until it looks continental. But global
analysis of the dynamics of actual plate motions for the past 150 Ma
indicates [1, 2, 3] that continental tectospheres must be immensely
thicker than previously thought and almost certainly too thick to be
stretched with the forces available. In the extreme case of cratons,
these tectospheric keels may commonly extend to 600 km or more
[3].
This thick-plate behaviour is attributable, not to cooling but to a

petrological ‘stiffening’ effect, associated with a loss of
water-weakening, which also applies to the LVZ below MORs [4, 5, 6].
The corresponding thick-plate version of the MOR process [1, 6] has
a deep, narrow wall-accreting axial crack which inherently brings two
outstanding additional benefits:- (i) why, at medium to fast spreading
rates, MOR axes become straight and orthogonally segmented [7], (ii)
not being driven by body forces, it can achieve the sudden jumps of
axis, spreading-rate and direction widely recorded in mid-ocean and
are necessary after generating the limited separations of microplates
near margins.
So in seeking the 'continent-ocean boundary' (COB) along passive
margins, a site where stretching has often been invoked, we need
instead to consider how this MOR process would be affected by the
heavy concurrent sedimentation to be expected when splitting a
continent. I reason that, by blocking the hydrothermal cooling, this
must inhibit magnetic anomaly formation and prolong magmagenesis
to give a thicker-than-oceanic mafic crust, which I have called
Intermediate Crust (IC) [8, 9], to distinguish it from Mature
Continental Crust (MCC). Seismologically, IC basement must look

deceptively like that assigned to stretched MCC. For thermodynamic
reasons [8, 9] the hydrous content of deep MCC and of deeply
subducted UHP crustal slices gives them a big thermal epeirogenic
sensitivity which IC lacks.
The NE Atlantic offers an example of this distinction. Structurally,
the MCC of Greenland and Norway must have been intimately
juxtaposed by the Scandian collision, so it was concluded [9] that the
crust of the Greenland-Norway continental shelves must mostly be IC
of post-Scandian (early Devonian?) age, a character confirmed by
their lack of epeirogenic response to laterally conducted heat from
the opening N Atlantic, although the tilting of drainage systems in
south-central Norway proper clearly show it.
Geometrically, this separation appears to have changed direction
sharply, the second and bigger stage also involving separation of
Svalbard from near Tromsø, where it had provided northward
continuation of a complete Caledonian transect, so it has an IC
implication for much of the Barents Sea area (bar the Bjørnøya
block).

Moving quickly round to the NE side of Baltica, we can begin to
trace the separative motions (transverse to the Timanian belt) of the
Novaya Zemlya - Pay Khoy (NZPK) strip of less-mature MCC, and the
associated evolution of the Pechora basin system. In places, faulted
IC/MCC epeirogenic contrasts seem to define the size and direction of
the IC-generating separation with remarkable precision. A crucial
opening-up of this analysis is provided by realizing that the Polar Ural
stretch is not MCC, but is merely the huge 585 Ma Voykar-Synya
ophiolite, with its metamorphics, resting on a now-crumpled
boundary between IC of very different ages.
For further understanding we need briefly to extend the analysis,
first to the formation of the West Siberian Basin, the IC nature of
whose crust (but not its low thermal epeirogenic sensitivity) has been
obscured by Permo-Triassic addition of the Siberian flood basalts,
and thence to the complicated MCC distribution seen in Khazakhstan.
The pattern of the older elements of the latter appears to be a further,
but more ancient, example of the plate dynamics evidence [1, 2, 3] for
‘deep-keeled’ cratons, in that, when they separate, horizontal inflows
of mantle are induced which impinge on the lesser keels of MCC

blocks in the region, potentially generating IC-floored basins in
between them.
In this way the geology which now lies between the Baltica and
East Siberia cratons can in principle provide powerful constraints on
the freedom with which palaeomagnetic data for them has been
interpreted. A key element in this is that otherwise-missing
components of the Timanian orogen are apparently to be found on
the western edge of the Siberian platform. This means that the NZPK
strip and Pechora Basin area were formed as part of the Timanian
interplay between the then-roughly-parallel sides of the Baltica and
Siberian cratons.
A final step in this limited analysis suggests that the clockwise
bending of northern Novaya Zemlya was the dextral consequence of
the final (~2000 km) northwestward cratonic separation of Baltica
plus NZPK etc. to form the IC of the West Siberian Basin during the
580-535 Ma interval. This may be older than any of the NZ rocks
suitable for palaeomagnetic determination.
Resolution of the conflict between this geologically and

geometrically secured reconstruction and that prescribed
palaeomagnetically for ‘Rodinia’ appears to lie in the possibility that
at some point on the APWP there has been an inadvertent switch
between following the N and the S pole, due to the habitual choosing
of the lesser of two plate motion speeds during the interval between
points on the curve. In that case some of the supposed assemblage
will be geographically upside down in relation to the rest.
Finally, a quick visit to the Chukchi-Bering-Alaska sector of the
Arctic margin. Here, too, recognition of IC may provide a key. I
suggest that northward emplacement of the Brooks Range Ophiolite
at close to 170 Ma was swiftly followed by the (now) westward
extraction of the Seward-Chukchi MCC assemblage to form, as IC,
both the extensive Koyukuk basin system which lies south of Brooks
Range and, ultimately, the Bering gap in the Pacific rim of cratonic
keels, through which mantle to put at depth under the widening
Eurasian Basin ocean floor has been drawn, initiating the Aleutian
arc in the Palaeocene, trapping OC/IC behind it. I discuss a global
reason for the initiation of the Bering gap, and its timing, in another
session (GD6.1) of this meeting [10].
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In the thick-plate paradigm the genesis and
emplacement of a hot-emplaced ophiolite
(HEO) now marks and dates the onset of a
fresh separation – not a closure.
(Osmaston 2001a Gondw Res, 2001b GSA Ann Mtg, Boston)

When you first split a thick and not-too-young
plate with a separation rate of (say) 50mm/y the walls
are cool and will build incrementally
MORB
laterally (as in our new MOR model),
but too quickly for the interstitial
StillCurrently
buoyant
active
melt to be solidified by conductive
accretion
axis
cooling. This builds up a column of
intrinsically slightly buoyant mantle
Depth
within the split. The thicker the
Walls
100km+
initially
original plate and the wider the split
cooler
grows (e.g. 3-10km), the greater the integrated
buoyancy, until the point is reached that the wallattachments of the
column fail, resulting
in a ‘catastrophic’
(R.Coleman, pers
comm 1990) outflow of
partially melted mantle
tectonite. The
resulting shearing near the walls induces segregation
(dilatancy mechanism) of mafic melt which solidifies
higher up and eventually forms the mafic upper part
of the sole.
The notion that a subduction zone is implied by the
SSZ-type magmatism overlooks that, by over-riding
sediments, their water will promote such magmas from
the tectonite (Osmaston 1980, IGC). The extreme-

pressure mineral relics in some HEOs – e.g. diamonds
and stishovite in Luobusa, Tibet – support this deepcrack origin for the tectonite of HEOs.
But how does the HEO finish up on uplifted
continent? The two thermally very efficient
epeirogenic mechanisms given elsewhere on this
poster – one
within the
mantle, the
other in the
continental
mid-crust provide the
means to do this. The continental crust is initially
depressed by the HEO load but then the lid makes
crustal self-heating epeirogenic action lift it up.
Note that the very different ‘cold’ (no hot sole or
tectonite) breed of ophiolites seen in metamorphic
collision belts (e.g. Alps) all seem to have started life
as ocean-crusted forearcs (Osmaston 2008 – ref [9] of
abstract) – hence the thrusting they undergo. But
HEOs do not get thrusted uphill – they slide under
gravity, as Glennie et al (1974) first (and correctly)
believed for Oman.
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How thick are plates? Are they too thick to stretch?
How have we mistaken the evidence for that? Can
metamorphic thermodynamics help us?
Can a startling new precision in plate dynamics be
our reward?
Our starting point. If cratons have keels that nearly
reach 660km and there’s a barrier to flow at ~660km
we can test this WITHOUT appealing to seismology
BECAUSE
when cratons separate or converge, the resulting
mantle flows should produce obvious tectonic
effects

AND THEY DO!
So here are 2 examples, both being due to widening of the
Arctic Ocean, surrounded (or nearly) by deep-keeled cratons

India-Tarim had partly blocked
the other gap by this time

N-S compression of Asia.

Ubiquitous
Cenozoic rejuvenation of ranges far to N of India
shows that Asia is being ‘put in a crusher’ by the
force system. This is quite unlike the standard
plate tectonics precept that interaction is broadly
confined to plate boundaries.
The force system – see the MOR panel of this
poster - is due to the Gakkel MOR, which pushes
itself apart at ~70km depth and sucks mantle at a
much deeper level, past the deep keel of India.

The route to Intermediate Crust

What happens to the MOR process
when you start splitting a
continent?
Answer: Heavy sedimentation, increased by
any marginal uplifts, blocks up the
hydrothermal cooling ducts, so magnetic
reversals don’t get frozen in.
So NO MAG ANOMs.
For the same heat-retention reason,
crust-forming magmagenesis continues offaxis, giving THICKER MAFIC CRUST AND
HIGH-T METAMORPHISM OF INTERSILL
SEDIMENTS.
5

Intermediate Crust: ‘chasmic basins’
Thick plates
Vertical
result in vertical
‘chasmic fault’
diapiric splitting

Named after SW Carey 1958 – ‘rhombochasms’

(MCC)

layering creates multiple
seismic reflections in lower
crust.
metamorphism to Vp ~6km/s,
see Salton Sea Drilling Proj

gravity high

seen as ‘the
break-up unconformity’
Widely seenWidely
as ‘break-up
unconformity’
or as ‘failed arms’

MCC = mature continental crust
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Principles of splitting a thick plate; MOR example
(thermal metamorphic push-apart , not mechanical pull-apart)

ph ch volume increase also uplifts rift walls

gt-sp ph
ch level

Hirth & Kohlstedt 1996 EPSL

(sp-plag) So no
rift faulting

in induced mantle
Osmaston
1995

Narrow
crack can
follow shape
of any
boundary….

…..but differential
wall-accretion
makes the axis
soon go straight,
as at MORs
7

Thermally induced epeirogenic action
Two ways to introduce the heat
1. Lateral spread of heat from vertical splits in,
and separation of, THICK plates.
N.B. DISTANCE IS SUBSTANTIAL IF
PLATES ARE THICK, and takes time.
Hot mantle
2. Putting an allochthon on top
(blanket effect)

Three response mechanisms

Relative

sensitivity
x1
A. Thermal expansion
B. Decombination of metamorphic water x12-28 - ABSENT in IC
C. Mantle phase change - gt perid to sp perid x50 - MORs
sp-plag too

Differential epeirogenic effect of B
MCC 35km thick
amphibolitic crust goes deeper
content gets hotter

IC 25km thick
thinner crust
drier lower crust?

mainly
mafic

more thickness affected

Important Results
1. For a given thermal excitation, IC will betray its character by rising far
less than adjacent mature continental crust (MCC)
8
2. Horizontal spread of heat will tilt MCC much more than the IC

So we have 3 new thermodynamicsbased tools for plate dynamics:
1. Plate thickness. The evident stiffness of the oceanic LVZ and
the seismologically similar stuff beyond 200km under cratons
is due to the presence of interstitial fluid/melt – it removes the
water-weakening from the mineral structure (Hirth & Kohlstedt
1996).
2. Ridge push by thick-plate MORs is internally driven by
phase-change volume-increase in the walls. It raises the force
by at least an order. So the loss of slab pull because of LVZ
buoyancy doesn’t matter for driving subduction. But we’ve lost
slab pull as a pull-apart/stretching agent.
3. Contrasting thermal-epeirogenic property of MCC and IC
enables precise identification of the plate motion geometries
which created block-and-basin structures within continents.

With 1 and 2 as background we investigate the value of No 3 10

Alpine backthrusting was due to post-overthrusting
self-heating epeirogenic rise of external massifs
(thus distinguishing blocks of MCC within European plate)
G

Flat-slab-type Pre-collision layout of Adria

3 = Glarus

H

Original flatslab interface

Osmaston 2008
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New Zealand was in the Ross Sea
embayment, so its floor is Cretaceous IC
IC-formation caused
the lateral spread of
heat into the adjacent
thick-plate margins on
S and W, causing their
huge mountain uplift.
Lack of uplift on much
of the E (Marie Byrd
Land) margin
suggests IC is present
there.

Recognizing that,
like the European
Alps, the
Southern Alps
were subductionassembled under
a roof, now lost,
has the effect of
reducing the
Alpine Fault offset
to about 110km.
So this
reconstruction is
not too far wrong.

from Osmaston
1973

Bounty Trough
Extraction began
~100Ma and Bounty
Trough (IC?) was formed
in the process, so it
wasn’t there at this
stage
15

Norway’s WGR – UHP assemblage
Structurally
Greenland must
have been here
lt
when WGR was
fau
al
built
str
i
The WGR exhumed UHP
n
i
Smøla
gs
a
l
de one
Moldefjord-Surnadal
øn synform
z
r
T
-

Kristiansund
metamorphic complex has
highest P on NW margin. øre
On the detailed Alps modelM
FZ
MT
Western
(Osmaston 2008) this
Ålesund
implies NW-directed
Gneiss
subduction, with the MT
Western Gneiss
Region
fault marking the line of
Region
n
differential exhumation,
be
a
gr
gs
just like the Alps Insubric
n
u
Sunnfjord
Sogne Fjord
Jotun
alt
F
Line. This means that
Nappe
WGR was constructed at
the Greenland margin. This
Val
proves that Scandian
LEGEND - NEW RELATIONSHIPS
collision must have thrust Bergen
Ex= Støren in N
Greenland structures onto Arcs
Jotun = Uppermost Allochthon (3)
Valdres cover and basement
Norway, and then ‘left
= Uppermost Allochthon (2)
WGR = Uppermost Allochthon (1)
them behind’ when
separation ensued in early
km
Devonian, creating the IC
100
0
shelves.

Lateral spread of heat
(thick plates) from the
opening Atlantic since
the Eocene is why….

the WGR has risen
strongly (~2 km) in
the Neogene, tilting
drainage systems.
But the intervening
continental shelves
have NOT.

This is clear
MCC- IC
discrimination.
After
Osmaston
2008
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Post-Scandian separations of Greenland
Motion 2

(?End Sil – Early Dev)

Motion 1

Bjornøya
shelf fit
shelf fit

?
5

5000 k
0 km
m

Dronning
Louise Land
(Scandian backthrusting)
MøreTrøndelag
Fault Zone
(sinistral)

Western Gneiss
Region
(UHP at NW)

Sogne
Fjord
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Younger structure in the Barents Sea

Svalbard

500 km
2

Bear Is/
Bjornøya
Components
of Motion 2?

Norway

Modified from
Faleide et al 2003
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West Siberian Basin surroundings
Polar Urals. 580Ma
age of Voykar-Synya
ophiolite dates the
start of main basin
opening – see thickplate model for hightemp ophiolites.

Kokchetav (Kv)
subduction closure
complex was likely
constructed by this
thick-plate-induced
motion of Kazakhstan
blocks, as for the
Caribbean-Antilles
subduction. So its
530Ma exhumation
dates the completion
of the motion.

a
0M
53
0- m
58 00 k
20

Timanian-age belts
shown shaded

Barents
Sea

Effective
separation
rate 40 mm/yr
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Barents-Pechora-Polar Urals-Kara Sea
Faults and
boundaries
of structural
highs.

Barents Sea
Varanger Pen.
Novaya
Zemlya

Kara Sea
m
390 k

Taimyr Pen

Pechora
Basin

Based on
Okulitch et al
1989.
Circumpolar
map of the
Arctic. 1/6M.
Geol Surv Can
Map 1765 A.

m
290 k

Motion shown is B
(next slide). Note
Polar Urals
increase to NW
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Barents-Pechora-Polar Urals
(restoration of B and C)

Motion A ~110 km.
Motion B (~670 Ma)
(shown incompletely
restored for clarity),
diminished to SE.

Kola

Novaya Zemlya

Timan

Faults and boundaries of
structural highs.
Based on Okulitch et al 1989.
Circumpolar map of the Arctic.
1/6M. Geol Surv Can Map 1765 A.

Not
restored

Motion C (Nov Zemlya
bending) during final
NW-ward separation of
Baltica from TaimyrAngara (~ 570 Ma)

An even earlier N motion of N Urals, w.r.t. Central Ural,
opened southern Pechora area

Former B gap of Polar Urals is
marked by Voykar ophiolite, not MCC 21

Khazakhstan: Vendian-Cambrian mantle flow
pattern induced by Baltica-Angara separation
580-530Ma extraction of keeled crustal blocks from Junggar/Dzungar Basin
Kokchetav
rapid
Kokchetav UHP’s
UHP’s exceptionally
rapid exhumation
exhumation
(533Ma)
by mantle
triggered by
mantletriggered
heat intake?
IC basins along future
heat intake from forming Tengiz IC? IC basins along future Irtysh sinistral fault

Irtysh sinistral fault (its
slip motion caused by
later Ural compression)

Khazakhstan
Preliminary PKA of
Vendian-Lower
Cambrian
movements.
Based on:
Shatskii 1956 1/5M
Lakes – finedotted fill

300 km
300 km
Yellow = Arch-Prot
23

Preliminary PKA of Kuznetsk-Minusinsk
coal-basin areas

22
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Notes on Kuznetsk-Minusinsk-West Sayan region.
1. Motion (1) (~200km) probably corresponds kinematically with the
motion B in the Pechora region, when these regions were juxtaposed.
2. Personal observations made during a field traverse of the West Sayan
Mountains in 1984 yield the following interpretations:
(a) They juxtapose accretionary/imbricate structures built on opposite
margins of a heavily sedimented (‘flyschoid’) oceanic basin.
(b) The earlier part, to the NW margin, marked with heavy shading, has a
Cambrian granite-bearing volcanic arc (not shown). Its forearc basin
is overturned to NW, displaying NW-overturned ophiolites.
(c) These ophiolites clearly represent the original southward
continuation of the Minusinsk Basin floor, here seen as having
IC-constructed character, so examination of their detailed character,
including exact age, would be of great interest.
(d) The ophiolites on the SW margin are of HP (jadeite) metamorphics,
so, on my Alps model, represent downbend-emplaced imbricate
slices of former ocean-crusted forearc, so could be of similar interest.

*****

Heat-induced volume increase in mid-contl crust;
petrological mechanisms vs. expansivity
So the amount varies with crustal constitution – is low in IC
Thermodynamics of a representative mid-crust dehydration reaction
•With

valuable help from Giles Droop, petrologist, Univ. Manchester
•*Muscovite = K-feldspar + corundum + H2O

(Muscovite may comprise up to 50% of the rock).

•
•At
•
•
•
•

807 deg C, 9 kbar
Volume increase of muscovite content ... 10.5%
Factor B ....... 97 x 10-6 cm3/joule = 0.4 mm3/cal
(cf. 0.5 in Osmaston (1973))

i.e. 12.5 times more efficient than thermal expansion.

•

the H2O from dehydration of muscovite at 9 kbar moves up into non-reacting rock at 5 kbar, 700
deg C, the effective B-value more than doubles
•
to ~0.95 (in the old mm3/cal units)

•If

•
•If
•

i.e. ~30 times more efficient than thermal expansion.
the rock volume thus invaded were assumed equal to the original muscovite source volume,

the dilatation of that invaded rock volume would be 24.4%.

•Moreover, the upward migration of the H2O would efficiently advect high temperatures to
shallower levels, promoting other dehydration reactions there.
•This cascade effect could greatly increase the total dilatation.
•Extracted from Osmaston 2008
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Five Conclusions

Identifying the nature, protracted subsidence timescale and low
thermal epeirogenic sensitivity of Intermediate Crust (IC) appears to offer
us a valuable new tool for interpreting the geodynamic evolution of the
shelves and internal block-and-basin structures of continents.
The structural sharpness with which such IC/MCC boundaries are
constructed provides the resulting PKA with a geometrical precision far
superior to that available hitherto, enabling detailed motion patterns to be
reconstructed. Differential epeirogenic behaviour at such boundaries
would offer structural trapping for oil.
The geodynamic effects of moving deep-keeled cratons play an
important part in understanding the PKA-inferred motions, as does our
recognition that hot-emplaced ophiolites (HEOs) signal the moment of a
fresh separation (e.g.Voykar, Pearya, Brooks - in Arctic), not a closure.
The limited PKA presented here appears, with 2-3 steps backwards in
time, to lead to extraction of Severnaya Zemlya from the Proto-Sverdrup
Basin at ~730Ma, thus constraining where Laurentia was at this time.
The relative motions, including rotations, of MCC blocks/microplates,
seen as IC around them, makes reliance on APWPs most unwise,
especially if using averages for a whole region or continent.
*****

Caribbean example of the ‘deepkeeled cratons’ frame of global
dynamics

Layout picture.

The southern arrow is based
on the thrust structures along the south side of
the Caribbean. The sites shown relate to the
north-part GPS campaign (20mm/yr). The
Antillean subduction is clearly being driven by
the E-ward motion of the Caribbean plate, since
the MAR spreading rate shows no extra at this
latitude range. The Haiti earthquake may relate to
convergence of the two motions.
Structure picture. Chortis terrane is possibly
Prot 1, so its keel is sensing the flow and doing the
driving (note the opposite-handed bounding
faults). Geologically it is thought to have bordered
southwestern Mexico, leaving there after 165Ma.
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The geoid evidence (2011) for a thick-plate MOR which
sucks the mantle to
put beneath the
ocean that it is
widening
The
mantle
‘suction’
generated by the Gakkel MOR
and transmitted through the
West Siberia gap between the
Baltica and Angara cratonic
keels is clearly recorded by
the ~170m deep (GOCE data)
dent in the geoid around
southern India.
In this sense, when Baltica and E Siberia cratons separated during
580-530 Ma, it was the ridge push of the intervening IC-generating MOR (lots
of sediments from each side) which pushed the cratons apart and generated
the suction which drew in and split up all the Kazakhstan elements from the
later-much-closed ancestral Junggar Basin.

Li et al 2008 Precamb Res

Our recognition of
Intermediate Crust
provides, with unequalled
spatial precision and
geometrical rigour, a
record of the relative
separations of blocks of
Mature Continental Crust.
Comparison of the relative
placement of Siberia and
Baltica in this version of
Rodinia and the evolving
one inferred in this poster
is a good example of the
constraints that IC offers.
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